Define a sequence of positive integers by the rule that a(n) = n for 1 ≤ n ≤ 3, and for n ≥ 4, a(n) is the smallest number not already in the sequence which has a common factor with a(n − 2)
Introduction
Let (a(n)) n≥1 be defined as in the Abstract. This is sequence A098550 2 in the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [6] , contributed by Zumkeller in 2004. Figures 1 and 2 show two different views of its graph, and the first 300 terms are given in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows terms a(101) = 47 through a(200) = 279, with successive points joined by lines. The downward spikes occur when a(n) is a prime, and the larger upward spikes (the "geysers", which suggested our name for this sequence) happen two steps later. In the intervals between spikes the sequence alternates between even and odd values in a fairly smooth way. Figure 2 shows the first 300,000 terms, without lines connecting the points. On this scale the points appear to fall on or close to a number of quite distinct curves. The primes lie on the lowest curve (labeled "p"), and the even terms on the next curve ("E"). The red line is the straight line f (x) = x, included for reference (it is not part of the graph of the sequence). The heaviest curve (labeled "C"), just above the red line, consists of almost all the odd composite numbers. The higher curves are the relatively sparse "κp" points, to be discussed in Section 3 when we study the growth of the sequence more closely. It seems very likely that there are infinitely many curves in the graph, although this, like other properties to be mentioned in Section 3, is at present only a conjecture. We are able to show that every number appears in the sequence, and so (a(n)) n≥1 is a permutation of the natural numbers.
The definition of this sequence resembles that of the EKG sequence (A064413, [5] ), which is that b(n) = n for n = 1 and 2, and for n ≥ 3, b(n) is the smallest number not already in the sequence which has a common factor with b(n − 1). However, the present sequence seems considerably more complex. (The points of the EKG sequence fall on or near just three curves.) Many other permutations of the natural numbers are discussed in [1, 2, 3, 4] .
2 Every number appears Theorem 1. (a(n)) n≥1 is a permutation of the natural numbers.
Proof. By definition, there are no repeated terms, so we need only show that every number appears. There are several steps in the argument.
(i) The sequence is certainly infinite, because the term pa(n − 2) is always a candidate for a(n), where p is a prime not dividing any of a(1), . . . , a(n − 1).
(ii) The set of primes that divide terms of the sequence is infinite. For if not, there is a prime p such that every term is the product of primes < p. Using (i), let m be large enough that a(m) > p 2 , and let q be a common prime factor of a(m − 2) and a(m). Since q < p, qp < p 2 < a(m), and so qp would have been a smaller choice for a(m), a contradiction. (iii) For any prime p, there is a term divisible by p. For suppose not. Then no prime q > p can divide any term, for if it did, let a(n) = tq be the first multiple of q to appear. But then we could have used tp < tq instead. So every prime divisor is < p, contradicting (ii).
(iv) Any prime p divides infinitely many terms. For suppose not. Let N 0 be such that p does not divide a(n) for n ≥ N 0 . Choose i large enough that p i does not divide any term in the sequence, and choose a prime q > p i which does not divide any of a(1), . . . , a(N 0 ). By (iii), there is some term divisible by q. Let a(m) = tq be the first such term. But now tp i < tq is a smaller candidate for a(m), a contradiction.
(v) For any prime p there is a term with a(n) = p. Again suppose not. Using (i), choose N 0 large enough that a(n) > p for all n ≥ N 0 . By (iv), we can find an n ≥ N 0 such that a(n) = tp for some t. Then a(n + 2) = p, a contradiction.
(vi) All numbers appear. For if not, let k be the smallest missing number, and choose N 0 so that all of 1, . . . , k − 1 have occurred in a(1), . . . , a(N 0 ). Let p be a prime dividing k. Since, by (iv), p divides infinitely many terms, there is a number
(If not, there would be some j ≥ N 1 where gcd(a(j), k) > 1 and gcd(a(j + 1), k) = 1, which would lead to a(j + 2) = k.) But (1) is impossible, because we know from (v) that infinitely many of the a(n) are primes.
Remarks. The same argument, with appropriate modifications, can be applied to many other Figure 2 : Scatterplot of the first 300,000 terms. The primes lie on the lowest line (labeled "p"), the even numbers on the second line ("E"), the majority of the odd composite numbers on the third line ("C"), and the "κp" points on all the higher lines. The lines are not actually straight, except for the red line f (x) = x, which is included for reference.
sequences. Let Ω be a sufficiently large set of positive integers, 3 and define a sequence (c(n)) n≥1 by specifying that certain members of Ω must appear at the start of the sequence (including 1, if 1 ∈ Ω), and that thereafter c(n) ∈ Ω is the smallest number not yet used which satisfies gcd(c(n), c(n − 2)) > 1, gcd(c(n − 1), c(n)) = 1. Then the resulting sequence will be a permutation of Ω. We omit the details. For example, if we take Ω to be the odd positive integers, and specify that the sequence begins 1, 3, 5, we obtain A251413.
Or, with Ω the positive integers again, we can generalize our main sequence by taking the first three terms to be 1, x, y with x > 1 and y > 1 relatively prime. For example, starting with 1, 3, 2 gives A251555, and starting with 1, 2, 5 gives A251554, neither of which appears to merge with the main sequence, whereas starting with 1, 4, 9 merges with A098550 after five steps. It would be interesting to know more about which of these sequences eventually merge. It follows from Theorem 1 that a necessary and sufficient condition for two sequences (c(n)), (d(n)) of this type (that is, beginning 1, x, y) to merge is that for some m, terms 1 through m − 2 contain the same set of numbers, and c(m
3 Growth of the sequence Table 1 : The first 300 terms a(20i+j), 0 ≤ i ≤ 14, 1 ≤ j ≤ 20 of the Yellowstone permutation. The primes (or downward spikes) are shown in red, the "κp" points (the upward spikes, or "geysers") in blue. i\j  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  0  1  2  3  4  9  8  15  14  5  6  25  12  35  16  7  10  21  20  27  22  1  39  11  13  33  26  45  28  51  32  17  18  85  24  55  34  65  36  91  30  49  2  38  63  19  42  95  44  57  40  69  50  23  48 115  52  75  46  81  56  87  62  3  29  31  58  93  64  99  68  77  54 From studying the first 100 million terms of the sequence (a(n)), we believe we have an accurate model of how the sequence grows. However, at present we have no proofs for any of the following statements. They are merely empirical observations.
The first 212 terms are exceptional (see Table 1 ). Starting at the 213th term, it appears that the sequence is governed by what we shall call:
Hypothesis A. ("A" stands for "alternating".) The sequence alternates between even and odd composite terms, except that, when an even term is reached which is twice a prime, the alternation of even and odd terms is disrupted, and we see five successive terms of the form
where p is an odd prime, i and j are integers, and κ < p is the least odd prime that does not divide j. The κp terms are the "geysers" (A251544). Hypothesis A is only a conjecture, since we cannot rule out the possibility that this behavior breaks down at some much later point in the sequence. It is theoretically possible, for example, that a term that is twice a prime is not followed two steps later by the prime itself (as happens after a(8) = 14, which is followed two steps later by a(10) = 6 rather than 7). However, as we shall argue later in this section, this is unlikely to happen. Under Hypothesis A, most of the time the sequence alternates between even and odd composite terms, and the nth term a(n) is about n, to a first approximation. However, the primes appear later than they should, because p cannot appear until the sequence first reaches 2p, which takes about 2p steps, and so the primes are roughly on the line f (x) = x/2. On the other hand, the term κp in (2) appears earlier than it should, and lies roughly on the line f (x) = κx/2. (2), we divide the terms of the sequence into several types: type E terms, consisting of all the even terms; type p, all the odd primes; types κp for κ = 3, 5, 7, 11, . . ., the terms that appear two steps after a prime; and type C, all the odd composite terms that are not of type κp for any κ.
Continuing to assume that
From term 213 onwards, even and odd terms (more precisely, types E and C) alternate, except when the even term is twice a prime, when we see the five-term subsequence (2), containing two E terms, one p term, one κp term for some odd prime κ, and one C term. Between terms 213 and n, we will see about λ of these five-term subsequences, where λ is the number of terms in that range that are twice a prime. λ is therefore approximately 4 π(a(n)/2), where π(x) is the number of primes ≤ x.
There are n − 5λ terms not in the 5-term subsequences, so the total number of even terms out of a (1), . . . , a(n) is roughly
where ∼ = signifies "is approximately equal to". Although the even terms do not increase monotonically (compare Table 1 ), it appears to be a good approximation to assume that, on the average, each even term contributes 2 to the growth of the even subsequence, and so, if a(n) is an even term, we obtain
In other words, the even terms should lie on or close to the curve y = f E (x) defined by the functional equation
The primes then lie on the curve f p (x) = 1 2 f E (x), and the κp terms on the curve f κp (x) = κ 2 f E (x) for κ = 3, 5, 7, . . ..
Although the reasoning that led us to (5) was far from rigorous, it turns out that (5) is a remarkably good fit to the graph of the even terms, at least for the first 10 8 terms. We solved (5) numerically, and computed the residual errors a(n) − f E (n). The fit is very good indeed for the "normal" even terms, those that do not belong to the 5-term subsequences. As can be seen from Fig. 3 , up to n = 10 7 , the maximum error is less than 40, in numbers which are around 10 7 .
The fit is still good for the even terms in the five-term subsequences, although not so remarkable, as can be seen in Fig. 4 . Up to n = 10 7 there are errors as large as 6000, which is on the order of √ n. The errors for the "normal" even terms are shown in this figure in green. If we use π(x) ∼ x/ log x in (5), we obtain
However, (5) is a much better fit than just using the first two terms on the right side of (6). We can study the curve f C (x) containing the type C terms (the odd composite terms not of type κp) in a similar manner. This is complicated by the fact that the values of κ are hard to predict. We therefore use a probabilistic model, and let σ(κ) denote the probability that the multiplier in Figure 3 : The difference between the "normal" even terms and the approximation f E (n) given in (5) is at most 40 for n ≤ 10 7 . Figure 4 : The difference between the even terms that follow a prime and the approximation f E (n) given in (5) is at most 6000 for n ≤ 10 7 . The green points are the same errors shown in the previous figure, plotted on this scale. a κp term is κ. Empirically, σ(3) ∼ = 0.334, σ(5) ∼ = 0.451, σ(7) ∼ = 0.174, . . .. The number of type C terms in the first n terms is (compare (3))
However, type C terms skip over the primes, and we expect to see π(f C (n)) primes ≤ f C (n). Type C terms also skip over the κp terms that have already appeared in the sequence. For a given value of κ, terms of type κp will have been skipped over if κp ≤ f C (n), and if that value of κ was chosen, so the number of κp terms we skip over is
where here and in the next two displayed equations the summation ranges over all odd primes κ ≤ f C (n). Each of these events contributes 2, on the average, to the growth of the C terms, so we obtain
In other words, the type C terms should lie on or close to the curve y = f C (x) defined by the functional equation
Equation (9) can be solved numerically, using the values of f E (x) computed from (5), and gives a good fit to the graph of the type C terms. As can be seen from Fig. 5 , the errors in the first 10 7 terms are on the order of 5 √ n. It is not surprising that the errors are larger for type C terms than type E terms, since as can be seen in Fig. 2 , the curve with the C points is much thicker than the E curve. The difference between the odd composite (or type C) terms and the approximation f C (n) defined implicitly by (9) is on the order of 5 √ n for n ≤ 10 7 .
If we use π(x) ∼ x/ log x in (9), we obtain
where
and now the summation is over all odd primes κ.
To summarize, our estimates for the curves f E (x) and f C (x) containing the terms of types E and C are given by (5) and (9). Equations (6) and (10) have a simpler form but are less precise. The primes lie on the curve f p (x) = 1 2 f E (x), and the κp terms on the curves f κp (x) = κ 2 f E (x) for κ = 3, 5, 7, . . .. In Fig. 2 , reading counterclockwise from the horizontal axis, we see the curves f p (x), f E (x), the red line f (x) = x, then f C (x), f 3p (x), f 5p (x), f 7p (x), f 11p (x), and a few points from f κp (x) for κ ≥ 13. At this scale, the curves look straight.
To see why Hypothesis A is unlikely to fail, note that when we add an even number to the sequence, most of the time it belongs to the interval [m E , M E ] (A251546, A251557), which we call the even frontier, where m E is the smallest even number that is not yet in the sequence, and M E is 2 more than the largest even number that has appeared. The odd composite frontier [m C , M C ] (A251558, A251559) is defined similarly for the type C points. For example, when n = 10 6 , a(10 6 ) = 1094537, the even frontier is [960004, . . . , 960234] and the odd composite frontier is [1092467, . . . , 1097887]. In fact, at this point, no even number in the range 960004, . . . , 960230 is in the sequence. What we see here is typical of the general situation: the length of the even frontier, M E − m E , is much less than the length of the odd composite frontier, M C − m c ; most of the terms in the even frontier are available; and the two frontiers are well separated. As long as this continues, the even and odd frontiers will remain separated, and Hypothesis A will hold. The much larger width of the odd composite frontier is reflected in the greater thickness of the"C" curve in Figure 2 .
We know from the proof of Theorem 1 that if p < q are primes, the first term divisible by p occurs before the first term divisible by q. But we do not know that p itself occurs before q. This would be a consequence of Hypothesis A, but perhaps it can be proved by arguments similar to those used to prove Theorem 1. Sequences A252837 and A252838 contain additional information related to Hypothesis A.
The OEIS contains a number of other sequences (e.g., A098548, A249167, A251604, A251756, A252868) whose definition has a similar flavor to that of the Yellowstone permutation. Two sequences contributed by Adams-Watters are especially noteworthy: A252865 is an analog of A098550 for square-free numbers, and A252867 is a set-theoretic version. shows the initial portion of the trajectory of 11 under repeated applications of the Yellowstone permutation, while the curve to the left shows the trajectory under repeated applications of the inverse permutation. In other words, the blue curve, from upper left to upper right, is a section of the orbit whose minimal value appears to be 11. The inverse trajectory of 11 has near-misses after three steps, when it reaches 18, and after 70 steps, when it reaches 19, but once the numbers get large it seems that there is little chance that the forward and inverse trajectories will ever meet, implying that the orbit is infinite.
However, because of the erratic appearance of the trajectories in Fig. 6 , there is perhaps a greater possibility that these paths may eventually close, or merge, compared with the situation for other well-known permutations. For example, in the case of the "amusical permutation" of the nonnegative integers (A006368) studied by Conway and Guy [1, 2, 4] , the empirical evidence that most orbits are infinite is much stronger-compare Figs 
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